
balance
Use different body parts to show static balance both on the floor 

and using equipment 

Link my balance to changing direction by using active balance 

Work with a small group to achieve our personal best

SPACE
Place steppingstones around the islands to allow children small jumps when they 

are playing ‘Island Hopping’.
TASK

Challenge children to jump in different ways according to different coloured
islands. E.g. Green = 1 leg jump  Red = 2 leg jump

EQUIPMENT
When playing ‘Island Hopping’, children could take their own steppingstone with 

them if they are finding it difficult to jump to an island.
PEOPLE

When playing ‘Trucks and Trailers’, create zones within the playing area with a 
greater number of groups in to adjust the level of challenge. 

Enable pupils to think about what makes good balance.  Use of arms, 
looking up, eyes forward plus lots of practice! 

Think about which activity you found the most difficult, what did you 
need to do to improve on this station? 

Children play the game ‘Island 
Hopping’. Using different colored floor 
spots, hoops or chalk, create a playing 
area with different sized ‘islands’ for 
children to travel across by jumping 
between them. Children can explore 
different ways to jump between the 
islands depending on the size of the 

space provided. Children collect 
treasure from the end of the playing 

area and bring it back to their treasure 
chest.

Children complete the balance circuit 
as outlined on the next page.  Use 
the circuit sheets to give pupils a 

visual of the games they are 
working on.  Allow pupils 4-5 minutes 

on each section before moving 
around.  This format will enable 
pupils to understand other social 

concepts such as turn taking, 
independence and fairness as well 

as the physical skills.  
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Using a route with varied equipment 
such as throw down line markers, 

benches and/or tape create a route 
for pupils to work across.  They must 

avoid falling into the alligators 
water.  This will work on static 

balance.  Focus pupil’s being upright 
and looking forward. 

Cross the river
Using spots pupil’s work in 
pairs across an allocated 

space.  One person balance on 
a spot while their partner 

throws down the next spot for 
them to balance on until they 

cross the allocated area.  

Time machine
Working in pairs one person 

starts stood inside a hoop.  The 
other person lifts the hoop up 

and places it in a space for 
their partner to jump into and 

balance before repeating 

Alligator line Kangaroo bounce 

Tug of war Balloon balance

Using a hoop (jump in and out) 
three cones (jump forward and 
back) and a hurdle (jump over) 

pupil’s work on their active 
balance.  They can count how many 

they can do in a given time 
(working in pairs)  

Using a woggle or just their hand, 
pupils aim to keep the balloon off 
the floor for as long as possible.  
They could also do this in pairs.  
This works on active balance 

whilst also connecting to 
coordination.  

Using a woggle, bib and 
hands this is a pulling game 

that works on active balance.  
Working on a mat pupils pull 

against the object or each 
other to counter-balance.   
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